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1.0 INTRODUCTION



superalioys are complex materials and are extensively used jn high

temperature appìications because of their good mechanjcal properties

and corrosion resistance, In njckel based superalìoys the matrix

phase, y, is a solid solutìon of various elements and majntajns a

F. c. c. s tructure. These superaì 'l oys aì so contai n Al , T j , Nb wh.i ch

form a fine dispersion of y' phase, Ni3 (Al, Ti, Nb). Most of the

strength of superaìloys js derived by the precìpitation of y' phase.

Cobalt based supera'l1oys can provide a better hot corrosion resistance,

have a flatter stress^rupture/time temperature parameter, aìso they can

be used at temperatures a few hundred degrees h'igher than nickel alloys

(1). Cobalt also increases the solubilìty temperature of y,, thus

increasing the maximum temperature at whjch an alìoy can be used (z).

Further increase in service temperature can be obtained by the addition

of ì ncreased amounts of Tj and Al (Z).

Based on these factors the follow'ing a'l1oy was developed.

Co 38-45%, Ni 38^45%, Cr 16^20%, (fi + Al) Balance.

It has been observed that in nickel based aì1oys contain'ing Ti, addition

of Al is not necessary to obtain y' precipitate (3-5). Therefore, studìes

of the following Aì-free aìloy were initiated for the present investigatíon.

40 wt% Co, 38 wt% Ni, 17 wt% Cr, 5 vtt% Ti.

2.
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2. REVIEI^J OF THE LITERATURE
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2.I Precipìtation Process

Many earlier works have established that on agìng supersaturated

a'l1oys tend to precìpitate out the excess vacancies and solute

atoms. The structura'l change durìng aging may also involve the

precip'itat'ion of jntermediate phases before the formation of the

equi'l i bri um precì p'itate occurs .

When a precìpitatìon hardenable al'loy is rapìd1y quenched from the

sìng1e phase into the two phase regions of the equi'ljbrium diagram

(Fig. 1) consjderable supersaturatjon of both solute atoms and

vacanc'ies occurs. This supersaturatìon can amount to a factor of

ten or more for the solute, while for vacancies supersaturation

ratios of perhaps 10to .un be obtained (6. 7.8).

It was indicated that ag'ing fol1ow'ing a quench from the solution

temperature (quench - agjng) the solute supersaturation could be

relieved only along w'ith a concomjtant reljef ìn the supersaturation

of vacancies. Furthermore, if there js a nontrivial energy of

interactìon betuleen solute and vacancy during substitutional diffusion,

the supersaturation relievìng process becomes coupled with solute

atoms and vacancjes. In such a situation, Herman (9) has indicated

that vacancìes can join to form another spec'ies which act to

transport sol ute during precìp'itation react'ions.
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l¡lhen a precìpitate partìcle is formed in a matrìx, the free energy

change is composed of the algebraic sum of the volume free energy

change, AGV, the surface free energy change, ÀGs, and the stra'in free

energy change, ÀGeo ÀGt = AGV + AGs + AGe (10). For the homogeneous

nucleatìon in the supersaturated a11oy, ÀGv wiìì be negatìve and

AGs and ÀGe will be posìtìve since the precipìtate part'icle is very

small, the surface free energy term will domjnate and may lead to

the formation of a transitìon lattice.

As the partic'le grows, the volume free energy and the stra'in free

energy terms dominate its total free energy. Thus a transition lattice,

whìch may be stable when a partìcle is very small, becomes unstable as

the particle enlarges. But when a particle has become'large enough so

that the surface and stra'in free energy terms overcomes the first,
the particle will tend to transform to a crystal structure which is

more stable, but which is surrounded by a higher energy interface than

the previous coherent interface. Therefore, maximum strengthenìng of

the al'loy occurs just before the precìpìtate loses 'its coherency,

because at that stage of partícìe growth coherency straìns are at

thei r hi ghest I evel ( 11 ) .

The free energy change for Heterogeneous Nucleation also can be

derjved from the same three terms as the equation for homogeneous

nucleation. In general, there are two types of heterogeneous nucleat'ion,

which are nucleations on díslocatìons and at grain boundaries.
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A dislocation can be able to partìaì1y or ful'ly accommodate the

lattice misfit of a precìpitate part'ic1e (16). Therefore, d'islocations

can be favorable nucleation sjtes. Cahn (16) assumed that the effect

of the dislocation is to reverse the s'ign of the strain energy termo

and also derived the nucleation rate on dislocatìons is 10tt riru,

the rate of homogeneous nucleation. But at the grain boundary, the

AGs term ìn the equation of free energy for nucleation reduce while

AGe may or may not be lowered. This results 'in a lowering of 
^Gt 

at

a grain boundary and thus prov'ides a preferential nucleation site.
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2.2 Preci p'itati oh of y r Phase

The precìpìtatìon of y' is by far the most 'important strengthen'ing

mechanisn in Ni-base superalloys. This y' (46) is an ordered, face-

centered cubic phase havìng the LIZ type of crystal structure and is

based on Nì3 Al. This precìpìtate has a low mismatch with the y

matríx and generaiìy forms as small, coherent spheres or cubes.

In cobalt-base alìoys, y'prec'ipitate has also been utifized, but this

is a relatively recent development. Houlever, factors to which attention

has to be addressed i n consi derì ng y' prec'ipi tat'ion are:

1.

2.

3.

4.

Nucl eation

Mismatch with lattìce and coherency

Coarsening behav'ior of the y' phase

Transformat'ion of y' to a stable phase

Manenc (t2.13) and hlilliams (14) used x-ray technjques and electron-

m'icroscopy of repl icas in studying the precìp'itation of y' in binary

Ni-Al alloys and concluded that a multistage process is'involved.

l'4anenc suggested a fi rst stage of "prepreci pi tation" , fol l owed by

precipitation of a coherent intermediate phase (on [100] planes) whìch

was s'lìght'ly tetragonal due to coherency strains, foìlowed by a vìsible

stable precipitate possessing the equi'librium F. C. C. structure.

Bagariatskii and Tiaphin (tS) concìuded that the initial precipitation

structure consists of isolated G-P zones.
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Ben Israal and Fine (a) followed a suggestion of Cahn (16) and

postu'lated that y' in Nj-Ti a]1oy is caused by spinodal decomposìtion.

ldorking with a Nj-72 Cr^37 Fe-6 Mo-3.22 Ti-}.26 Al-0.05C a1loy,

Hammond and Ansell (17) concluded that y' particles have random

crystalìographr'c orientations and are jncoherent with the matrix.

They aìso suggested that y' js heterogeneously nucleated on collapsed

vacancy discs.

Ardell and Nicholson (18) showed that y'precipitation ìs frequently

found to have a modulated structureu both jn the binary alloys of

Ni-Al and also in commercial a11oys. They have also shown that the

modulated structure develops from an initjally random precipitate

djstributjon which gradually changes to one where cubic precìpitates

are al igned along <100> directions.

If the initial formation of y'were due to sp'inodal decomposition,

the modulatjon would be present from the very earliest stages of the

aging sequence. Thus, for the small supersaturatjons of solute 'in

Ardell and Nicholson's alloy,spìnodal decomposìtion does not seem to

play a role in the nucleation of y"'.

PhÌ'l1ips (19) has ìnvestigated a similar alìoy and has again shown

that spinodal decomposition js not responsible for the initial
precipitation of y'. He also showed that precìpitatìon of y'' in
Ni-Al a]loy is not a multistage process but is a normal nucleatjon
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and growth process. At hìgh supersaturations coherent y' precìpitates

by homogeneous nucleatjon and overages to a modulated structure.

At lower supersaturation (high ag'ing temperature), Philìips has shown

that localized precipitatìon of y' on djslocations occurs. Recently

Raynor (20) has concluded that dislocations can act as nucleation sites

for prec'ip'itat'ion of faulted y', and thjs occurs onìy when y' 'is

unstable with respect to the n (hexagonal) phase, i. e. in alloys with

high Tì: A1 ratios.

The shape of ind'iv'idua1 y' precipitates varies from perfect spheres to

perfect cubes, although most partìcles have some intermediate shape.

Hagel and Beattje (21) have suggested that spheres are formed when the

lattice misfit between y'and the matrix is less than - 0.5%, and

cubes are formed in the range of 0.5 to !.0%, but when the disregistry

is greater than - 7.0%, "('precipitatìon ìs jnhibited and d'iscontinuous

precipitat'ion occurs. Hesìop (ee) has shown that in Nimonic alloy 115

a cubjcal y'phase occurs and the misfit'is less than I.0%. Kelly

and Nicholson (eS) have suggested that the shape effect on increasing

size (the lattice mismatch) may be associated with the loss of

coherency of the partìcle at an intermediate stage in the ag'ing process.

However, analysis of diffraction effects from thin foil studies (24)

on a bjnary Ni-A'l al1oy indicated that such "loss of coherency" does

not necessari'ly occur when y' particles cease to be spherìcal.
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For smal i spherì caì parti cl es wi th only orìe "g" (the rec'iprocaì

lattjce vector) operating, the Ashby-Brown (25) theory predicted (Fig. z)

that a ljne of no contrast wìll occur perpendicular to "g,'for small

coherent particles due to the strajn field around the coherent particles.

For larger part'ic]es, Ardell (24) has shown that the strain contrast

takes the form of "ô-fringes,': (which are antì-symmetrical (the extreme

fringes are of opposite type) ìn bright fìeld and symmetrical in dark

field (zq), in contrast with stackìng-fau1t or cr-fringes which are

symmetrical ín bright fìeld and anti-symmetrica'l in dark-field (+e¡;

The fact that the large part'icles are still coherent is borne out by

the existance of the frìnges, He has also shown that the wjdth of

the ô-f ri nge i ncreases wi th j ncreas'ing "g', vector.

Recently Sass and cohen (26) by transmissjon electron microscopy

studies have arrived at the conclusion that y' in Ni-Ti alloys is
itself preceeded by another metastable prec'ipitate with a composìtion

approximatìng to Nì6Ti. The kìnetics of the y' particìe growth follows

the Lifshitz-wagner (27. zB) theory, withìn the limits of experimental

error. Accordjng to wagner's volume diffus'ion-controlled model

(Osrl^IALD RIPENING), precip'itate part'ic1e growth can be expressed by

(Ët)3 -.(Fo)3 = Kt
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t) - B.y. D. Co . vm2

9. R.7

where

ittaverage particle radius whjch ìs a funct'ion of time "t"

io: partìcle radius at the onset of coarsen'ing

D: the di ffusi v'i ty of sol ute

Co: the concentration of solute in the matrix

Vm: the particle molar volume

y: the surface tension

R: gas constant

T: absolute temperature

K: a rate constant

In studjes of the kjnetjcs of prec'ipìtate growth, it 'is usual to

examine the behavior of Î wjth time: (Or)t proportiona'l to "t" prov'ides

evidence that 0stwald rjpening has occurred. Wagner further showed

that the sjze distribution of the precìpitate radii; r, was g'iven by

l,r(p) - con-stant - o, C--oj ^ l7/3 ç12 111/3 , -o

(t + ¡¡yf/a " ' 3 + P-/ F,77: 
't 

t*P (gtr)

where p = y/r

This expression describes a be1'l-shaped distribution skewed toward

larger part'icle sizes and falling to zero at = p = 3/2
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The constant is defined as

r= 9(ig)l:Br
By .D.co. Vm2

For cube-shaped y' particles, Ardell (29) has proposed the follow'ing

rel ati on
,o

(ã/z)t - (ão/z) = K't K' - SrceDVm'

9RT

Ce: concentration of solute in the matrix ìn equilibrium with an

ì nf i ni te'ly ì arge y' parti cl e

Vm: molar volume of y'

y: spec'ific free energy of the y' - matrix interface

D: diffusion coefficient of titanium in nickel

ã: average particle size from edge lengthso a.

ão: average edge ìength at rrtrr = 0 (the onset of coarsening).

Usìng this equation Ardell has found that the distribution of y'

part'icle sizes was sìgn'ificantly broader than the theoretjcal d'istribution

of the Lìfshitz-Wagner model. He aiso suggested that this \À,as due to the

rel ati veìy 'large 'l atti ce parameter mi smatch between y' and the N'i-Ti

matri x.
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2.3 Stable Intermetallic Precipìtation

In an earlier work on Ni-Al aìloy it has been observed by ì¡lillians

(t+), that durìng the isothermal aging there are two consecutive

processes. The first u/as a change in atomic confìguration resultìng

in increased short-range order, the second was formation of the actual

precipi'tate Ni3 A1 and the discont'inuous precìpitatìon was incoherent.

After ìong agìng t'ime the precipitates were cubes (30,31) which tended

to be grouped in rows parailel to the <-100> axes (SO) so that they

appeared to be plate types when viewed ìn opaque sectjons at low

magni fj catj on.

In austenitic iron-base ailoy containìng Ti (¡Z), a cellular precìpìtation

react'ion after ìong ag'ing tìme in which cells consisting of alternate

lamellae of hexagonal Ni3 Tj (47) (D0Zq type of structure), austen'itjc

y, were formed. The habit pìane of the Nì3 Tj lamellae was

(oo1) Nj3 Ti // (ur)v;

l0i0l Nì3 Ti // ti10l y (32)

He also suggested that an almost perfectly coherent interface u¡as

formed between Ni3 Ti lamellae with thjs orjentation relationship and

the jntervenìng austenÍte. Another cellular reactìon at grain

boundarjes in an austenitic steel containing T'i was observed by

Si nghaì and Marti n ( 33 ) .

The interfacial structure of the broad faces of y [(H.C.p.) Ag, Al]

plates prec'ip'itated from o, (F.C.C. ) solid solutjon of Al-Ag aììoy has
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been studied by Laird and Aaronson (34). They found that all of

these structures consi st of a/2 Ii12l part'ials aligned primar.ily in

an edge orientation. But l¡Jeatherìy and llicholson (35) have observed

that the dislocation structure of y' in N'i-Cr-Ti-Al aììoy consists of

hexagonal networks of al2 I1101 djslocations and that the mean spacìng

of misfit dislocations is consistant with the lattice parameter values.

They have also concluded that the detailed shape of the precìp.itate,

and the loss of coherency occurs by absorption of matrix dislocations

i nto the i nterfaces.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIqUES



The compos'itìon of the alloy was ( in wt%) qOZCo - 3B%Nj - 
,

17%Cr - 5%Ti, C less than o.0I%

The alloy was made jn an argon arc furnace using 99,gg% pure materials

except Ti whìch was 99.7% pure.

;3.1 Al1oy Fabrìcatìon

The cold working of this alloy ìn the as-cast condition was extremely '

dìffjcult. The 'ingots were fjrst solution treated at 12500C for 60

hours and then rolled down from 0.8 inch to about 0.43 inch diam. rods.

These were swaged to 0.200 inch rods with successive intermediate

anneals at 12500c. specimens for hardness measurements, optical

microscopy and electrolytic extraction for x-ray ana'lysis were cut

from these rods. They were also rolled down to 0,005 inch thick strips

at room temperature for thin film electron m'icroscop'ic specìmen

preparatíon, w'ith frequent intermediate anneals at 12b0oC.

3 .2 Hea t Trea tmen t ':

All heat treatments u/ere carried out with the specimens sealed off in '''

argon-fi I led silica tubes.

The solution treatment was followed by an 'iced water quench. Duríng

quenchjng the silica tube was broken under water to m'inimize the .

precìpitatìon reaction. It was observed that at 12500C thìs alloy

had oxidìzed even under the reduced pressure of argon. The oxide

16.
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layer ì¡,as removed by electropolishjng after heat treatment.

Aging treatments were carried out at 700oC, B00oC, and 9000C for times

up to 1200 hours

3.3 Hardness Measurement and OptÍca1 Microscopy

A vickers pyramid hardness testing machine with a pyramid dìamond indenter

and10ki1ogramloadwasusedforthehardneSsmeaSurements.TheaVerage

hardnessvalueswereobta.inedbymaking12indentations
.,

Before electron m'icroscope studies, the overall structure was exam'ined

using a vicker's pptical mjcroscope and the hardness specimen.

3.4 Electropol ishing and Etchìng

ThespecimenWeree1ectropolishedati0Vinabathof70%sulfuricac.id,

90% methanol r^rhich was maintained at just below OoC and stimed slowly.

After poìishing for I to 10 minutes, the specimen was quickly washed in

runnìng water and then dried wìth absolute alcohol, s'ince titanium

in the a'lìoy is l'iable to form an oxide, which could be avo'ided by

qu'ick and careful drying
':

The etching reagant used was 30 ml lactic acid, 20 mì hydrochloric ':
i'

acìd, 10 ml nitric acid for y' phase, and two parts HC'I, three parts

HN03, and four parts glycerine for an overaged spec'imen (n phase).

After be'ing etched, the specimen was quickly washed 'in alcohol , then 
.:

in running co'ld water, and finally washed again in pure alcohol and

dri ed.



Etching time and etchant required depended upon the heat treatment.

The specimen was mounted flat on a glass slide and examjned under a

Vicker's optical mìcroscope.

3.5 Carbon Extraction Repìjca Technìques

After the etching process, a thin fjlm of carbon was evaporated on

the specimen. It was then electro-etched for a few seconds ìn a

solution of 5% sulfuric acìd, 95% methanol with i0 volts, until the

carbon layer was loosened. The exact etching t'ime was dependent on

the particle sizes. When the y' phase was extracted, care had to be

taken to keep the particles on the carbon 1ayer. After careful'ly

washing ìn alcohol, the carbon fìlm was floated in a disc of distilled
water and collected on a 200 mesh copper grid and then dried in aìr.

3.6 Thin Fo'il Technique

The electrolytic jet po1ìshing technique was used to prepare thin

foils. Heat treated 0.005 inch thick x 0.zs inch square strip was

careful'ly polished mechanicaìly and its edges were then lacquered.

The specimen was then mounted anodically in a jet pofish'ing cell.
The bath contained 10% perchloric acid and 90% methanolo and uras

maintained at a temperature of -500C. The specimen was polished at

i0 - i5 volts untÍl a hole appeared. After a hole appeared the

spec'imen was quickly removed from the electroìyte and put in cold

alcohol for washìng, cleaned of lacquer, rewashed in alcohol and
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dried between filter paper. After dryìng, the specimen

between two clean tissue papers and a suitable area was

a sharp knife.

was

cut

hel d

out with

care had to be taken in handling the spec'imen to avoid deformation.

The thin foìl was mounted in between two "100" mesh copper grìds and

examined in a Ph'iìf ips t. M. 300 Microscope.

3.7 Electroìytic Extraciton for X-Ray Investigation

An extraction cell containing an electrolyte composed of 10% acetic acid

in water was used to extract the preciptate particles at a current

density of about 0.05 A/Cm?. The extraction was carried out for 10

hours to extract sufficient amount of.precìpitate partìcles. After

the matrix was compìetely dissolved in the solution, the solvent was

removed by suctìon pump and the precìpitate partìcles were washed in

djstilled water and in alcohol and successively dried. The well

dri ed extracted parti cl es were spread out on a cl ean paper and mounted

jn a thin glass tube with gìue. The thin glass tube was mounted in a

Phillips powder camera and irradjated by the Co Ka radiation using an

Fe filter. in order to obtain the value of the lattice misfit between

matrix and precìpìtate, the lattice parameter of the matrix austenite

and that of the prec'ipitate were measured from the quench-aged powder

sampìe and the extracted particles. Both specimens were exposed and

the ljnes were jndexed and the lattice parameters were calculated.
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In order to obtajn the true lattìce parameter it was necessar-v to

extrapolate the obtaìned values of the lattjce parameters from each

independent lines, as a function of the angle 20 to a value for

20 = 1800
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4. RESULTS



The specimens were solutjon treated at 12500C and quenched jn iced

water. The as^quenched structure of the alìoy was austen'itic (F. C. C.)

as shown in figure 3. Occasionally some precip'itat'ion was also detected

at gra'in bounda¡ies wh'ich could not be identjfied. However, no

precipìtation uJithin the graìn was observed. The lattice parameter of

the as-quenched specimen was determined by x-ray powder technique and

was calculated to be 3.55i3 Â. The solution treated specimens were

aged at 7000,8000 and 9000C for various lengths of time. The aging

kinetìcs at dífferent temperatures of ag'ing were followed by hardness

measurements. Fìgure 4 shows the variation in hardness at dìfferent

temperatures with aging time. It is seen that thjs alloy dìsplays the

normal agìng behaviouri . e., as the aging temperature is reduced the

tìme required to atta'in peak hardness and the hardness value at the

peak are increased. However, at 700oC even after 1300 hours of aging

peak hardness has not been achieved.

Varjous phases in the aged specimens were studied, ma'inly, by electron

microscopy. The results of these studies will be presented jn two

sections viz., precipitatìon tatithin the grains and precipitation at

or near the graìn boundaries.

4.I Precipitation u/ithìn the Grains

0n1y two phases were observed lvìth'in the grains, y' prec'ipìtate which

'is an ordered F. C. C. Nì3 Ti and a hexagonal n N'it T'i phase.
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4 .I .7 y' - Phase

The precì p'i tat'ion characterì stì cs of y' phase at 7000C are essenti al 1y

the same as those observed at 800 and 9000C, However, the stabi'l'ity

of y' is reduced as temperature of ag'ing is jncreased to 900oC. In

the early stages of agìng y' particles are coherent with the matrix and

the structure appears to be modulated, Fig. 5 shows the structure and

the dìffraction pattern of a specimen aged for 30 mjnutes at B00oC.

Diffraction pattern of an area from wjthin the graìn shows that the

foil orientatìon is (110) and it also contains (001) reflectjon wh'ich

js forbidden for an f, c. c, structure. This ìndicates the presence of

y' prec'ipitate which has an ordered Cu, Au type of structure. The

presence of y' was also confjrmed by x-ray powder technjque and its

lattice parameter was calculated to be 3.57508. At thjs stage the

strain field around y'partìcle can not be resolved and it is not

possÌble to apply the analysìs due to Sass et al (36) to determine the

shape of the precìpitate partìcles. The earl'iest stage at which the

shape of the part'icles could be determined wìth any degree of certainty

was after trnro hours of aging at 8000C. Figure 6 shows a dark field

electron m'icrograph of a specimen aged for two hours at B00oC. Thjs

dark field was taken with the heìp of (OOt) y' super'lattice reflection

to eliminate contrast effects due to the coherency strains'in the matrjx.

The shape of the partìc1es appears to be cubic and they are about i00 ß

in sìze. Also, they seem to be alìgn'ing themselves in <100> d'irectìons.
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0n further aging y'particles grow in sjze while maintaìning their

cubjc shape. The alignment of partìcles ìn <100> direction also

becomes very pronounced.

The lattìce parameter of the matrix of specjmens aged for various

lengths of time at B00oC Was Ineasured by x-ray powder technique. The

variation in the lattjce parameter wìth the agìng time ìs shown'in

fìgure 7. It js observed that the lattice parameter of y decreases

finearly with time for the jnitial 60 minutes of aging and then remains

constant. This would'ind'icate that the precipitation of Ti atoms from

the matrix, for the formatjon of Y', takes place on'ly during the early

stages of ag'ing. The growth of y' phase on further agìng occurs by

volume diffusion at a constant volume fraction of y' phase. Fìgure 7

shows the variatjon in the lattìce parameter of y', embedded in matrix

as well as that of the electrolytically extracted, wìth aging time at

800oC. It is seen that during the earìy stages of aging the lattjce

parameter of y', embedded in matrix as well as chemicalìy extracted,

increases with the agìng time and then remaìns constant. Also, the

lattice parameter of electrochemically extracted y' ìs greater than

that embedded in matrix. However, 'in the overaged condition the

lattice parameter of y' embedded in the matrix approaches the value

of the el ectrochemì cal 1y extracted precì p'itate part'icl es .
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4.7.2 Transformatjon of y' to Nì, Tì Hexagonal ¡ Phase

As the ag'ing process is continued y' partìcles that were alìgned in

<100> djrections start to coalesce into long straìght rows. They

also start to loose coherency which g'ives rise to interfacial

dislocation around y' part'icles. A typìcal thin film structure of a

specimen aged for 575 hours at B00oC is shown'in figure B. The foil
orìentation of this micrograph ìs (123) and (li1) is the operating

reflection. it is seen that some of the y' particles (area marked A)

exhi bi t stacki ng fau'lt f ri nge contrast. Fi gure 9 shows the brj ght and

dark field micrographs of this area at a higher magnificatìon. It is

also observed that the trace of the plane of the stacking fault and the

foil plane (123) is t52Sl suggesting that the stacking fault is'lying

on the (fff) plane. By the method of Gever et al (37) these faults

were found to be 'intrinsìc 'in nature.

0n further aging coalesced y' particles with interfacial dislocations

start to transform to hexagona'l Ni3 Ti ¡ phase with lattice parameter,

a = 5.122 t 0.005 ß, C = 8.242 t 0.001R. This is shown in figure 10

whjch is the thin film microstructure of a spec'imen aged for 650 hours

at 8000C. The selected area diffraction pattern of this structure js

shown in figure 11. The foiì plane is (ttO), and the precipìtate

within the rows of y' lie on {111} planes as the traces of the precÌpitate

and the foi I pl ane are [1-12] and tÏ121 .
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Because of the thinness of the prec'ipìtate (2022) hexagonal spot 'is

seen to streak jn (002) matrix direction and the direction of streaking

ìs perpendicular to the precipìtate, The satel'lite spots around (111)

spots are typical of (1i1) habjt as observed by Hirsch et al (37).

Figure 11 shows the dark field micrograph of figure 10 taken with the

help of (2022) hexagonal reflect'ion. This suggests that the dark

needle shape particles seen within the rows of y' particles are 
j

Ni3 Ti hexagonaì ¡ phase. The above observations show that on continued :

agìng y' partìcles transform to stable hexagonal ¡ phase. The nucleation

of ¡ phasê seems to occur on stacking fauìts, w'ithin the y' partìcìes,

whìch are ìnstrinsic in nature.

0n overagìng the ¡ phase grows by the transformation of remajn'ing y

phase and then coalesce to gìve rise to long thìn plates of ¡ phase.

Theseplatesgrowattheexpenseoftheadjacenty'partìcles.Fìgure13

shows the structure of a specimen aged for 1200 hours at 8000C. It is ì

seen that long plates of n phase are surrounded by areas whjch are free 
,.

from y' precipitate part'icles. However, it vlas also observed that 
,

even after 1200 hours of agìng some y' had not yet transformed to n ','

ph as e.

4.2 Preci p'i tati on on Grai n Boundar j es

Extens'ive precìpìtat'ion lvas observed at or near graìn boundarjes at

varjous temperatures of agìng. The phases were identifjed as cellular

Nì3 Ti ¡ phase, carbide phases and very limited amount of o phase ìn

the overaged specimen.
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4.2.7 Carbìde Phases

l4a'in1y two types of carbjde phases were identifjed viz,, MZ3 CU tJpe

(F. C. C.) and TiC. Both precip'itates were observed in the early

stages of aging but oniv M^ cu tvpe carbide was observed in the

overaged specimens. Grain boundary precipitate in a specìmen aged

for 30 min:s at 8000C, show¡ in figure,:r5 (A) was identified as MZ3,C6

type carb'ide by the selected area djffraction technique (Fig. 14).

MZS Ce carbide at the grain boundary was also observed in a specimen

aged for 30 mins at 700oc (Fig. 15) and 70 hours at 8000C (Fig. 19)

as well as in well overaged spec'imens. TiC, howevere was observed

only in the eariy stages of ag'ing. Fìgure 16 shot¡rs dark field mìcrograph

of TjC precìpitate at the grain boundary in a specimen aged for 7 hours

at 8000C. 0n further aging TiC was not detected. Therefore, it seems

that on overaging TìC transforms to MeA CO.

4.2.2 Hexagonal Ni3 Ti ¡-phase

The grain boundaries also prov'ide the nucleation sìtes for the

precìpitatíon of hexagonaì n-phase. In the present alloy system this

phase starts to precìpitate at a very early stage of ag'ing as shown

at "X" in figure 15. This micrograph also shows the precÌpitation of

Meg CO at the grain boundarjes and y'within the grains. As the

aging progresses the cellular precipìtation of ¡ phase continues at

the expense of y' phase which has already precipitated out at a very

early stage (Fig.i5). This mode of growth of ¡ phase gÌves rjse to a
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y'free zone around n plates and also a sharp n-yr interface as

shown jn figure 17, which is the structure of a specìmen aged for 70

hours at B00oC. The dark fie1d micrograph of r phase js shown in

fìgure i8. The fringes seen jn the brìght and dark field'images of

n pìates are thjckness frìnges. The presence of Mt, CU carbide at

the grain boundary was also confirmed by dark field observations

(Fig. 19). 0n further agìng n plates continue to grow. The effect

of jncrease in the aging temperature was only to increase the extent

of cellular precìpìtatìon of ¡ phase.

In addition to Ni3 Ti hexagona'l phase, another cellular reaction was

also observed at the grain boundaries. Thin film structure of th'is

specìmen is shown in figure 19, and a selected area diffraction pattern

from area A is shown ìn fìgure n. The diffraction spots in this pattern

are due t0 T, n and (CoNi), ti phases (Fig. 22). (CoN'i)t fi phase has

an ordered face centered cubic structure, which is similar to CurMg

type Lave phase. By el ectron di ffracti on ana'lys'is the I atti ce

parameter of thìs phase was calculated to be 7.15 R and seem to possess

a cubic orientatìon relationship with the matrix. Repeated attempts

fail to reveal this phase by x-ray powder analysìso which may be due

to the very f imited quantity of this phase being present.
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4.2.3 o - Phase

When aging was done at 9000C the gra'in boundaries of the overaged

specimen occas'ionaì ly showed a I eaf 'l 
ì ke prec'ipi tate, as observed

jn figure 23 which is the structure of a specimen aged for 300 hours

at 900oC. By electron diffraction technique (Fig. 24) this precip'itate

was found to be a tetragonal o phase. The lattice parameters of this

phase were calculated to be â = 8.40 Âr c = 4.48 ß and c/a = 0.533.

Once again this phase was not observed by x-ray powder technique

suggest'ing a very limited amount of o phase being present.
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5. ÐISCUSSION
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The maior prec'ipìtatìng phase jn this alloy was observed to be y',
which has an ordered F. C. C. structure isomorphous w'ith Ni3 Al.

The nucleation of y' seems to be a homogeneous process as y' particles

were uniformly distributed throughout the matrix and no preferentìal

nucleatîon on dislocatìon and defects was observed. Furthermore, when

the cellular precipitation of ¡ phase dìd not occur yr particles were

seen very close to the graìn boundar:ies. If vacancies were pTayìng a

role in the nucleation of y', â "precipitate-free" zone would be obsenved

ground the grain boundarjes (sg, +o). In the absence of such a zone it
may be concluded that vacancjes are also not requìred for the nucleation

of y' and it 'is a homogeneous nucleation process.

The shape of y'part'icles was establjshed to be cubic in the size range

of 100-500 I ¡v thin film dark field and carbon extraction replica

techníques. The shape of the smaller particles could not be determined

with any degree of certainty. The possibility of the particles being

platelet in the early stages of ag'ing and growing to cubic is ruled out

because of the absence of any streaking in the electron diffraction

patterns (Fig. 5). The smaller yr particles could be spherical and

acqu'ire cubic shape during growth to 100 Â size, espec'ially, since the

cube faces show some rounding of the corners and apparent curvature of

the faces (Fig.6). In varìous Ni and co base superalloys it has been

observed that the shape of the y'particles ìs spherìcaì if the lattice
mismatch between the matrix and y' is 0.2 - 0.39% and cubic if it is

0.5 = 1.0% (21,22). A latt'ice mismatch of 1.6% between the y'matrix

of the alìoy aged at 8000C and the electro'lytically extracted y'
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part'icleso formed at B00oC, was determined by x-ray lattjce parameter

measurements, However, the mismatch between yr matrix and unextracted

y'ulas 1.3%. The cubic shape of the y' phase with a lattìce mjsmatch

of 1.3% is 'in agreement with the prevÌous findings (27, 22).

In the ìn'itial stages of agìng the nucleatìon and growth of y' phase

occurs by the precip'itatìon of Tj from the matrix solid solution. This

results ìn a reduction of the lattice parameter of matrix (fig.7) as

the atomÍc radius of Ti is'larger than that of the matrix elements

(ri - r.47 Ã, Nì - t.z4 R, cr - r.z7 R, c0 - 1.25 R). Afrer about

one hour at 8000C all the Ti atoms have precipìtated out from the matrix.

0n further ag'ing growth of y' takes place by volume djffusion and the

lattice parameter of y remains constant. The lattice parameter of y'o

embeded in the matrix as well as electrochemically extracted increases

durìng the 'initial stages of agìng (Fjg. 7), This would suggest a lack

of Ti atoms in y' partìcles which might aìso prevent a complete orderìng

of the precipitate. As the amount of Ti reaches the requìred value

the lattice parameter of y' will attain the equilibrium value and will
remain constant on further aging. The coherency strains ìn the matrix

exert a hydrostatic compressive stress on the y' partìcìes, as a result;

the lattice parameter of extracted y' particles is observed to be

greater than those embeded in the matrix (fig. Z). 0n continued

ag'ing y' part'icles start to lose coherency and the latt'ice parameter

of y embeded partìc'les approaches that of electrolytically extracted

y'phase.
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The hardness aging curve of the alloy at 800oC shows a pìateau after

one hour of aging. This p'lateau cojncides wjth the range over which

the growth of y' phase occurs by volume diffusjon and jts volume

remains constant. Thjs mode of growth results in an increased y'

size and interparticle spacìng, Therefore, the plateau in the

hardness curve would indicate that during this period the yield

strength of the alloy is only sensitjve to the volume fraction of

the precipitate phase and not the particle sìze and 'interpart'icle

spac'ing. The drop in hardness curve seems to coincide wjth the

partìa1 loss'of coherency of y' partÌcles and the start of the

transformation of y' to ¡ phase.

The hexagonal ¡ phase seems to form on {111} pìanes wjth'in the y'

particles that have coalesced into rows after about 500 hours of

aging at 8000C. At this stage y' partícles also have a network of

interfacjal dislocations suggestìng that they are on'ly partially

coherent (Fig. B). The transformation of y¡-+¡ sêêffi to nucleate on

stackjng fault ìn the y' part'iòles. It has been suggested by Baker

et al (+t¡ that if the latt'ice parameter of the precipitate 'is

greatàr than the matrix the coherent precìp'itate particles will be

jn a state of hydrostatic compression. The strajn energy of such a

system could be relieved by the condensation of a layer of vacancies

on the close paiked planes of the prec'ipitate, which will produce

an i ntri nsi c faul t wi th i n the preci pi tate. The hexagona'l prec'ipì tate
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can be considered as a F. C. C. structure with growth facults on

every other (111) plane. In the present alloy system the lattice

parameter y' is 1.6% greater than the matrix, therefore, the coherent

precipìtate partìcìes experience a hydrostatic compression. The

strain ìs partly reljeved by the formation of an intrinsic faultu

due to the condensation of vacancies on (fff) y' pìanes as suggested

by Baker et al (41), and partìy by the formation of jnterfacial

dislocations as observed 'in Fjgure 8. These faults provide the nucle'i

for the formation of stable hexagonal phase (fig.iO). This mechanism

js similar to that proposed by Meric and Nicholson (5) for the

transformation of y' - ¡ phase jn Ni-Cr-Tj alloy. The growth of n

partìcle, on overaging, occurs by voìume djffusion at the expense of

surroundìng y' partìcles and results jn a precipitate-free areas

around ¡ phase (Fig. 13).

The grain boundarìes prov'ide nucleation sites for the cellular

precipìtation of n phase, carbide and o phases. The nucleation and

growth of ¡ phase seem to be s'imilar to that observed in Ni-Ti-Cr (5),

Ni-Al (t4) and austenitic steels containing T'i (33, 32). The small

amount of carbon that was present as an impurity gave rise to T'iC and

MZ¡ CO type of carbjdes at the graìn boundaries dur.ing earìy stages

of aging. However, on continued agìng only MZS CO was observed which

would suggest that on overagìng TiC transforms to MZS CO. This

transformat'ion has been observed to occur by the dìffusion of Ti
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atoms from TìC to g'ive nise to y' and the carbon atoms from Mtt CU

as fol I ows L42, 43).

MC+y*M23C6*T'

The o phase was onìy observed Vêr¡r 66çusionaliy on overaging at 9000C'

The PHACOMP analysis for predict'ing the formation of o phase in

superalloys (42-45), when appl'ied to the present alioy system shows

that the mean electron density nurnber, ÑV, of the resjdual matrix js

2.73. Therefore, according to PHACOMP analysìs o phase should not be

observed. However, it is possible that the local variation in the

matrix chemistry of the alloy around certaìn gra'in boundaries raises

the value of Ñv over 2,52 and o phase forms on overagìng.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
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1. The main strengthening precìpìtate jn the present ailoy system is

y'which has an ordered F. c. c. structure. The nucleation of

T' occurs homogeneously throughout the matrix and the growth by

volume diffusion at a constant volume fraction.

2. The lattice mismatch between y' and the matrix js 1.3% and the

part'icles have cubic shape, The cubic shape of y' particles with

this lattice mismatch js in agreement with the dependency of y'
particìe shape on the lattice mismatch as observed in other super-

alloys.

3. 0n overagíng y' transforms jnto stable hexagonal Ni3 Ti - ¡ phase.

The nucleatìon of ¡ phase occurs on intrinsic stacking faults wjthjn
the y' phase. The growth of ¡ phase occurs at the expense of
sunoundi ng y' parti cl es 

"

4. The cel I ul ar preci p'itation of y' phase, on the grai n boundar.ies ,

also occurs. As the temperature of aging is raised the extent of

cellular precipitation is also increased.

5. carbon, which is present in the a'lloy as an impurity element, gìves

rise to TiC and MZg CA carbides. 0n continued àging TìC transforms

to Mz3 c6.

6. Occasional]y, in the spec.imens ovenaged at g00oC, o phase was also

observed.
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1. Further study of the y' particìe growth process on the basis of

Lifsh'its-LJagner theory for the Co-base superalloy should be carrjed

out.

2. The format'ion mechanism of the metastable ordered phases, Tetragonai

(Co, Ni), run, Cubjc (Co, Nj)3 (nt, Ti) and the effect of solute content

(Nb, Ti, 'Mo, Al ) in terms of misfit effect between prec'ipitate and

matrix should be investigated in detail,

3. The deformatjon behaviour of the Co-base superalìoy should be studied ''

ìn order to establish the nucleatian sites for ordered y' (Nj3 T'i)

and y" (ttti , run ) preci pì tate wi th mi smatch , more than 1.0%.

4. The interfacial structure of y' wìth hìgh mismatch (>0.10%) should

also be determìned.
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10. GRAPHS AND DIAGRAMS



Fieure I
Equilibrium phabe diagram',for preeipitation hardenable :

bínary alloy. A netastable miscility gap is denoted by
the dashed line"

Fieure 2

Typical predicted eontrast around sphericalty symrnetrical
strained inclusion showing the definition of the 2%, ZO%,
and.50% ímage widths. ¡'oã tne operatíng reflection'g
indicatedn the li-ne of no contraêt on a micrograph iõ as
shown.
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As-quenched structure of the aIIoy"

Fi.sr¡ne u

Hardness aging eur\¡es at various temperatures.
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Fimre 5(A)

Thin film strueture of the arloy aged for å hour at B00oc.

i, .- ,,.,r ,.Fien¡re5(B)
Diffractiòn pattern'of area shown

.

ín ,figure 5(A).
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Fieure 6

fíétd structure of a speeimen aged for 2 hours at B00oC.

Variation in
,Fi#re_? ', 

:

the lattiee parameters of Y and ï.! 
"
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Structure of a

Fisure I
specimen aged for 5?5 hours ât BOOoC"
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Bright and dark
in ,fÍgure '8.

Fisure I
field,picture of stacking faults observea
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Dark field of
Fieure L2

figure 10 taken with ! diffraction spot"

Fieure 13

structure of a, specirnel. aggd for 1200 hours at 8000c(carbon extractiän "äpri;;i.









Fieure 16

Dark field structure of a specimen aged for ? hours
showíng TiC preeipitate' àt the gr.ain.boundary"

FizuLe 17

Strueture of a speeimen aged for ?0 hours at 800oC"

at B00oc













Interpretation of

Fi$r_e 2?

the diffraetíon pattern sho,wn in'figure 2L"
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o-phase rna
Figure 4?

specimen aged for 3OO hours at 900oC.

Diffraction
Fieure ZLl

pattern of o-phase observed in figure 2J.
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